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Foveal flicker sensitivity at 0.5–30Hz was measured as a function of the spectral density of external,
white, purely temporal noise for a sharp-edged 2.5 deg circular spot (mean luminance 3.4 log phot
td). Sensitivity at any given temporal frequency was constant at low powers of external noise, but
then decreased in inverse proportion to the square root of noise spectral density. Without external
noise, sensitivity as function of temporal frequency had the well-known band-pass characteristics
peaking at about 10 Hz, as previously documented in a large number of studies. In the presence of
strong external noise, however, sensitivity was a monotonically decreasing function of temporal
frequency. Our data are well described (goodness of fit 90’70)by a model comprising (i) low-pass
filtering by retinal cones, (ii) high-pass filtering in the subsequent neural pathways, (iii) adding of
the temporal equivalent of internal white spatiotemporal noise, and (iv) detection by a temporal
matched filter, the efficiency of which decreases approximately as the power –0.58 of temporal
frequency. Copyright 01996 Elsevier Science Ltd
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INTRODUCTION

Studies of the human visual system with flickering
stimuli have firmly established the general relationship
between sensitivityand temporal frequency (Dow, 1907;
Ives, 1922; De Lange, 1952; Kelly, 1961; reviewed by
Kelly, 1972).At photopicluminancelevels, sensitivityto
a flickeringspot riseswith increasingtemporalfrequency
across the low-frequency range, peaks at frequencies
around 10 Hz and then declinesfairly steeply.Today it is
evident that the main propertiesof this flicker sensitivity
function can be accounted for by known physiological
transformations in the retina (see Dormer & Hemila,
1996), which can be decomposed into low-pass filtering
by photoreceptors (DeVoe, 1962; Fuortes & Hodgkin,
1964;Bayloret al., 1974;Hood& Birch, 1993)and high-
pass filtering associated with neural transmission. The
low-pass filtering by photoreceptors is in complete
agreement with the well-known engineering solution
modellinghigh-frequencyattenuationas resultingfrom a
sequence of RC-filters (De Lange, 1952; Matin, 1968;
Sperling & Sondhi, 1968; Watson, 1986). For large
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stimuli(as used here), high-passfilteringis largely due to
lateral antagonism (Kelly, 1961, 1969, 1971; Levinson,
1964;Watson, 1986;Dormer& Hemila, 1996).

In the present work we address the nature of the
detection process that takes place after these filtering
stages. In analogywith a previouslypublishedmodel for
spatial vision (Rovamo et al., 1993), we assume that
temporal white noise is first added to the signal and
detection is thereafter mediated by a temporal matched
filter. Although the use of additive noise followed by a
temporal matched filter is novel in modelling flicker
sensitivity, intrinsic (Burgess et al., 1981) or equivalent
(Pelli, 1990)noise combinedwith the ideal detector for a
signalknown exactly (Tanner & Birdsall, 1958)has been
commonly used in analysing detection and discrimina-
tion experimentson spatial and spatiotemporalstimuli in
spatiotemporalnoise (see e.g. Almmada& Watson, 1985;
Legge et al., 1987;Pelli, 1991).

To test the above model we measured flicker
sensitivity at various temporal frequencies in the
presence of external, white, purely temporal noise of
various magnitudes.We found that the model described
the data very well (goodnessof fit 90%). An important
finding is that the efficiencyof detection decreases with
increasing temporal frequency.

MODELLINGOF FLICKER SENSITIVITY

Photopicvisual stimuli varying in time are filtered by
the retinal cones and subsequentneural visual pathways
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FIGURE 1. Description of the human visual system as a simple
temporal signal processing system. First a temporal visual signal +
noise (Nt) is low-pass filtered by the modulationtransfer function (R)
of the photoreceptorsof the eye. Then comes high-passfiltering(P) in
subsequentneural pathways and addition of internal neural noise (Ni)

before signal detection takes place in the brain.

before being interpreted by the human brain. We
modelled this complex neurobiological system as a
simple signal processing system shown in Fig. 1. First
the visual signal and external temporal noise (lVt)are (i)
low-pass filtered by the temporal modulation transfer
function (R) of the cone photoreceptors in the human
retina. This is followedby (ii) high-passfilteringwith the
temporal modulation transfer function (P) of the neural
visual pathways resulting mainly from lateral inhibition
and (iii) subsequentadditionof internalneuralnoise (Ni),
before (iv) signal detection takes place in the brain.
Detection is mediated by a temporal matched filter (see
e.g. Hauskeet al., 1976).It is an ideal detector,becausein
white noise a matched filter produces the best possible
signal-to-noiseratio (Tanner & Birdsall, 1958).

Flicker sensitivityas a function of temporalfrequency
After being filtered by the modulation transfer

functions (see Fig. 1) of cones (R) and visual pathways
(P), the contrast energiesof the flickersignal at threshold
are

hurmrr(f ) = R2(f )P’(f )~&5tE’

and

(1)

(2)

for the human and ideal detection filters, respectively.In
equation (1) f is temporal frequency, tis exposure time,
cr~~is the experimentally measured rms contrast of a
sinusoidalflicker signal [see equation (10)] at threshold,
and c~~ tis the correspondingexternal contrast energy
integrated across time. Equation (1) is only approximate
in the sense that it assumesthat all the contrast energy of
the flickeringsignal is on its nominaltemporalfrequency.
In equation (2), d’ is the detectability index (Tanner &
Birdsall, 1958) referring to the signal-to-noiseratio at a
detection filter and N’ is the spectral density of the total
noise in the visual system:

N’(f) = R2(f )P’(f )iVt+Nit(f ). (3)

According to equation (3) external temporal noise IVtis
first filtered by the temporal modulation transfer func-
tions of the retinal cones and subsequent neural visual
pathways before the temporal equivalent of internal

neural noise Nit is added (see Fig. 1). For the sake of
simplicity,Nit is assumed to be white (i.e., Nit(f) = Nit),
which means that its spectral density is constant across
the temporal frequency spectrum. Equation (3) also
assumes that flickeringstimuli are viewed in bright light
so that quantal noise is negligible. For the effect of
quantal noise in spatial vision see Rovamo et al. (1994).
Equations (1)-(3) are general in the sense that they are
true for any version of the model shown in Fig. 1. Our
threshold estimation algorithm gives estimates at the
probability level of 0.84 for correct responses in a two-
alternative forced-choice task. From Elliot’s (1964)
forced-choicetables, the value of d’ is thus 1.4.

Let the critical spectral density (IV.) of external
temporal noise transferred through the cones and visual
pathwaysbe equal to Nitat all temporalfrequencies.This
means that NtCrepresents the external temporal equiva-
lent of internal, whit4, neural noise. Conversely, if the
temporal equivalent of internal neural noise could be
back-projected into the visual field, it would equal the
critical noise. Thus,

IVCt=Nit/[R2(f )P2(f )]. (4)

The efficiency (Tanner & Birdsall, 1958) of the human
detection filter is

q = ‘[deal(f )/Ejrrrnan(f ). (5)

By combining equations (1)-(5) we can solve rms
flicker sensitivity(5’)as the inverse of cr~,:

S(f) = @/{d’/~[l +iVt/NtC(f)]0”5}. (6)

Equation(6) means that at the low spectraldensitiesof
externalnoise rms flicker sensitivityis constant,whereas
at the high spectral densities sensitivity decreases in
inverse proportion to the square root of the increasing
spectral density of noise. The critical spectral density
(~,.) of noise marks the transition between the constant
and decreasing parts of equation (6). Equation (6) also
gives the maximum sensitivity(S~,X)obtainablewithout
external temporal noise (IVt= O)at the exposureduration
and stimulus size used.

The modulation tranhfer ji.mction of the cone photo-
receptorsas a fimction of temporaljl-equency

The impulse response of the foveal cone photorecep-
torshasbeen modelledby the Poissonvariantof a classof
linear filter cascade models (Baylor et al., 1974). Such
models successfullydescribe photoreceptorresponses to
flashesand stepsof light in the retinasof a widevariety of
species, includingcone responsesin turtles and primates
(Schnapf et al., 1990;Hood& Birch, 1993;‘Schneeweis
& Schnapf, 1995).

The temporal modulation transfer function of cones
according to the Poisson formulation is

R = R(0)[l + (2rf~)2]-”/2. (7)

w-hereR(O)is its zerofrequency asymptote(cf. Baylor et
al., 1979, 1980). Fctr the sake of simplicity R(0) is
assumed to be equal to unity. The parameter n is an
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integercorrespondingto the numberof stages in the filter
cascade and it determines the waveform. Baylor et al.
(1974) obtained good fits to turtle cone responses with
n = 6 or 7. Hood & Birch (1993) found that n = 6
provided the best description for the a-wave in the cone
ERG response of the human eye. We therefore used the
value n = 6. The time constant ~ definesthe overall time
scale. The inveme of expression27r~in equation (7) can
be replaced by ~C.It is the temporal cut-off frequency at
which R has decreased to 0.167 when n =6.

METHODS

Apparatus
Flickering spots were generated under computer

control (ALR Business Veisa 486/33 MHz) on a 16 in.
RGB multiscan monitor (Eizo Flexscan 9080i with fast
phosphor B22) driven at the frame rate of 60 Hz by a
graphics board (Orchid’s ProDesigner VGA+) that
generated 640 x 480 pixels. The pixel size was
0.42 x 0.42 mm2.

The display was used in a white mode. Its CIE (1931)
(xjy)chromaticitycoordinates,measuredwith a Bentham
PMC 3B Spectroradiometer, were (0.30, 0.31). The
average luminance of the display was measured with a
Minolta Luminance Meter LS-11O.It was set to 50 phot
cd/m2,corresponding to 130 scot cd/m2,measured with
the Spectroradiometer. The non-linear luminance re-
sponse of the screen was linearized by using its inverse
function when computing the temporal luminance
modulationwaveform.

To obtain a monochrome palette of 16,384 (14 bits)
intensitylevelsand a monochromesignalof 256 intensity
levels (8 bits) from the palette we combined the red,
green, and blue outputs of the VGA board by using a
video summationdevicebuilt accordingto Pelli & Zhang
(1991).The range of 14 bits allowed the measurementof
sensitivity with flicker signals consisting of about 20
different grey levels even when Michelson contrast was
as low as 0.002. The amplitudes and frequencies of
flickering stimuli were checked with a phototransistor
THAI (Texas Instruments).There was no attenuationof
amplitudeeven at 30 Hz, which was the highesttemporal
frequency used.

Stimuli

Sinusoidalflickerwith or withoutwhite temporalnoise
was used. The diameter of the circular flickerfieldwith a
sharp edge was 10 cm. The equiluminoussurround was
limited to a circular area of 20 cm in diameter by black
cardboard. The viewing distancewas 228 cm.

The temporal luminancewaveform of the sinusoidally
flickering stimuluswas

L(t)= Lo[l + rncos(27rfi+ Q)], (8)

whereL. is the average luminanceof the screen,m is the
modulationdepth of flicker,~is flickerfrequencyin Hz, t
is time in see, and @is phase angle. At 0.5–20 Hz, phase
angle was 90 deg. However, at 30 Hz it was O deg,
because the frame rate of our display was only 60 Hz.

Thus, temporalmodulationat 30 Hz was in fact a square-
wave flicker, because only luminance maxima and
minima were shown.

Before each trial the temporal luminancewaveform of
the flickeringstimulusfor the whole exposuredurationof
2 sec was calculated by means of a software developed
by Risto Nasanen. It was written in Basic language and
translated by a Microsoft ProfessionalBasic 7.0 compi-
ler. The softwareutilized the graphics subroutinelibrary
of a Professional Halo 2.0 developed by Media
Cybernetics. The temporal waveform was produced by
changing the colour Iook,up table of the graphics board
during each vertical retrace period of the display within
the exposure duration.

White, purely temporal noise was producedby adding
to the stimulus at each time pixel (frame) a random
numberdrawn independentlyfrom a Gaussianluminance
distributionwith zero mean and truncation at ~2.5 SD-
units. The rms contrast of temporal noise was varied by
changing the standard deviation of the Gaussian lumi-
nance distribution. Successive temporal noise pixel
luminance were uncorrelated. Thus, the one-dimen-
sional temporalnoise producedwas white up to a cut-off
frequency determinedby the frame rate of our display.

Contrast energies of flickering stimuli without noise
were calculated by numerical integrationacross time as

(9)

where c(t) = [L(t) —Lo]/Lo,At is the duration of each
temporal pixel, i.e., one frame in seconds, L(t)is the
temporal luminancewaveform from equation (8), and L.
is the average luminance of the screen. Thus, for each
temporal pixel the deviation of luminance from the
average luminance was first divided by the average
luminance to obtain a measure of local contrast in time.
These measures were then squared and multiplied by
temporal pixel duration. Their sum then indicates the
contrast energy. Rms contrast was thereafter calculated
as

cr., = m, (lo)

where t is stimulus exposure duration in seconds. Rms
contrast is thus equal to the standard deviation of the
luminance distributioncalculated frame by frame across
the stimulus duration and divided by the average
luminance. For sinusoidal flicker rms contrast is
ap roximately equal to Michelson contrast divided by
/ 2. Michelson contrast is calculated as (L~a – L~in)/
(L~,X+ L~in),whereL~aXandL~inare the maximumand
minimum luminance of the temporal sinusoidalflicker.

For the temporal frequencies where temporal noise is
white the spectraldensityof noisewas calculated (Legge
et al., 1987) as

N. = c:At, (11)

where c. is the rms contrast of noise calculated by
dividing the standard deviation of the Gaussian lumi-
nance distributionof noiseby the average luminanceand
At is the temporal pixel duration in seconds. In our
experimentsc. varied between Oand 0.3.

—
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Procedures

Experimentswere performed in a dark room, the only
light source being the display. The stimuli were viewed
monocularly.To controlretinal illuminancethe pupilwas
dilated to 8 mm with 1-4 drops of 10% phenylepherine
(metaoxedrine) hydrochloride (Smith & Nephew Phar-
maceuticals Ltd., Romford, England). Metaoxedrine
leaves accommodation unaffected. The other eye was
covered with a black eye pad.

The average retinal illuminance produced by our
display through a pupil with 8 mm diameter was about
2,500 phot td, correspondingto 6500 scot td. The centre
of the stimulusfieldwas fixatedduringthe experiment.A
black spot served as a fixationmark. The subject’shead
was stabilizedby a chin rest.

Flicker sensitivity is the inverse of rrns contrast at
threshold. The contrast thresholds were determined by
a two-alternative forced-choice algorithm with four-
correct-then-down/one-wrong-then-uprule. For further
details see Mustonenet al. (1993).Each trial consistedof
two 2 sec exposures, separated by 0.6 sec. Both expo-
sureswere accompaniedby a soundsignal.One exposure
contained only temporal noise while the other one
contained both the signal and a different sample of
temporal noise. Between the two exposures and during
the inter-trial interval the subject saw only the blank
equiluminous field. The subject indicated which of the
two exposures contained the flicker signal by pressing
one of two keys on a computerkeyboard.A responsewas
followed by a sound signal that was different depending
on whether the response was correct or incorrect, thus
providing feedback to the subject. A new trial began
250 msec after the observer’s response.

The threshold contrast required that the probabilityof
0.84 correct was obtained as the arithmetic mean of the
last eight reversal contrasts (Wetherill & Levitt, 1965).
Every data point shown is the geometric mean of at least
three thresholdsmeasurements.

Subjects
Two experienced subjects, aged 24 and 44 years,

served as observers. A.R. was an uncorrected hyperope
(+1.00 D oa). S.L. was an emmetrope. Their accommo-
dation had a range of at least 2 D. Hence, both subjects
were emmetropesat the viewing distanceof 228 cm used
in our experiments. With the optimal refraction the
monocularvisual acuity with Sloan letters at 4 m was 1.2
for the left eye of A.R. and for the right eye of S.L.

RESULTS

Figure2 showsrms flickersensitivities(S)measuredat
eight different temporal frequencies as functions of the
spectral density (Nt) of external noise. Sensitivity was
firstconstant,but then started to decreasewith increasing
noise spectral density. The slope of the decrease in
double logarithmic coordinates reached about –0.5 at
high noise powers. The critical spectral density of noise
(N,C),marking the beginning of the decreasing region,

92% A Em 96% B

~ ,ooL ~
107 10-6105 Io-!@ @ o 10-~10-f1O-J104 10-31(P

Noise spectral density (see)

FIGURE2. Foveal rms flicker sensitivity as a functionof the spectral
density of external noise within Oand 1.5x 10–3 sec at 0.5–30Hz.
Smoothcurves,calculatedby equation(6), are the least squarescurves
fittedto the data. Goodnessof fit is indicatedas percentages.Forclarity
of presentationthe curves and data points have been shifted vertically.
In both frames the lowest crpve and data are in their correct place but
higherflickerrates havebeeirshiftedupwardsby factors 2,4,8, 16,32,
64, and 256 for S.L. and by factors 2, 4, 11, 19, 42, 70, and 256 for
A.R., respectively.The diameterof the circular, sinusoidallyflickering
spot was 2.5 deg. The diameter of the equiluminous surround was
5 deg. Subjects are as indicated. The short solid line in A shows the

slope of –0.5.

varies with temporal frequency. Note, for example, that
for a noise spectral density of 10–6s, the slopes of the
sensitivitycurves become steeper as frequency increases
until exceeding 15 Hz. Above 15 Hz the slopes again
become more shallow. This suggests that NtC has a
minimumvalue in the range of 10-15 Hz, since the lower
the externalnoise level at which the slope reaches –0.5,
the smaller the value of NtC.

The smooth curves were calculated according to
equation (6) fitted separately to the flicker sensitivity
data measured for each temporal frequency and subject.
The goodness of fit calculated across the temporal
frequencies by equation (A6) (Appendix) was 92–96%
for the data of two subjects.The fittingyielded estimates
of Nt.-,which have been plotted as a function of temporal
frequency in Fig. 3(A),

As expected,NtCfirstdecreasedwith increasingflicker
frequency reaching a minimum at 10-15 Hz and
increased thereafter. The estimates of NtCwere about
six timesgreater for subjectA.R. than S.L. at all temporal
frequencies. Thus, the dependence of NtCon temporal
frequency was similar for both subjects. The smooth
curves of Fig. 3(A) and (B) will be explained further
below.

In Fig. 3(B) the estimatesof NtCraised to an exponent
of —0.5are plotted as a function of temporal frequency.
To understand the implicationsof this presentation, the
reader should consider e uation (4) according to which
the dependenceof NtC ?‘0” on tempocalfrequency should
reproduce the shape of the temporal modulation transfer
function of the human visual system under the assump-
tion that the intrinsic noise is white, i.e., Nit is constant
across temporalfrequencies.As Fig. 3(B) shows,NtC–0.5

first increased with flicker frequency reaching a max-
imum at 10-15 Hz and decreased thereafter.

In the view of the purely low-passmodulationtransfer
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FIGURE3. (A) The estimates of the critical spectral density(Ntc)of temporalnoise plottedas a functionof temporaffrequency.
(B) The estimates ofN,:0”5plottedas a functionof temporalfrequency.(C) The estimates of (NtC~2)-0’5plottedas a functionof
temporal frequency. The smooth curves in (A-C) are calculated by equation (4). (D) The estimates of efficiencyplotted as a

function of temporal frequency. In (A–D) percentages refer to the goodnessof fit and subjects were as indicated in (A).

function of cones (R), the increase of Nt~05as a function
of temporal frequency (/) in Fig. 3(B) reflects neural
high-pass filtering (P). The increase in double logarith-
mic coordinateswas linearwith a slopeof 1.This implies
that the modulationtransfer function of the neural visual
pathways is proportional to temporal frequency. For the
sake of simplicity we now assume that, in analogy with
our previously published model of spatial vision
(Rovamo et al., 1993),

P(f) =f. (12)

In Fig. 3(C) the estimates of [Nj~~~$(~)], calculated
according to equation (4) as (iVtC~) “ , were plotted in
double logarithmiccoordinatesas a function of temporal
frequency.The shape of this function is thus expected to
reproduce that of R($), the modulation transfer function
of retinal cones.As Fig. 3(C) shows,(NtC~2)‘0”5was first
constant but then started to decrease with increasing
flicker frequency.

The low-passattenuationdue to conephotoreceptorsas
a functionof flickerfrequencywas modelledby equation
(7) with n =6. Hence, equation (3a) was fitted to the
average data of the subjects from Fig. 3(C), because the
dependence of (N,C~2)-0”5on temporal frequency was
similar for both subjects. The values of ~Cand r were
found to be 29.0 Hz, and 5.49 msec, respectively. The
best fit of the template to the individual data was
obtained* when Nit= 1.05x 10-5 sec for S.L. and

*Theestimatesof(NtC~2)–0”5foreachsubject werefirstdividedbyR(~)
and then geometrically averaged across the temporal frequencies
studied in order to get an estimate of Ni10”5for each subject.

6.20 x 10–5 sec for A.R. The smooth curves in Fig.
3(A-C) were calculated by means of equations (4), (7)
and (12). Goodness of fit, calculated by equation (A6),
was 90-95% for the data of two subjects.

Figure 3(D) gives [cf. equation (5)] the estimates of
detectionefficiencyq = d’2NtC(~)/(S~~Xt) as a functionof
flickerfrequencyon doublelogarithmiccoordinates.Log
q decreased linearlywith logfi Efficiencywas 0.3-0.4 at
0.5 Hz and decreasedto 0.02-0.03 at 30 Hz. The equation
of the regression line in a non-logarithmicform is

q D 0.196~-0581, (13)

producing the goodnessof tit of 96%.
In Fig. 4 the rms flicker sensitivitydata of Fig. 2 have

been replotted as a function of temporal frequency in
double logarithmic coordinates. Smooth curves were
calculated by equations(6), (7), (12), and (13).

In agreement with a large number of earlier studies
(reviewed by Kelly, 1972), flicker sensitivity without
external noise first increased with temporal frequency
reaching a maximum at about 10 Hz and decreased
thereafter. At strong external noise flicker sensitivity
decreased monotonically with increasing temporal fre-
quency. Examination of Fig. 4 revealed that without
external noise, flicker sensitivity was at all temporal
frequenciesbetter for subject S.L. than A.R. but similar
for both subjects in strong noise. Equation (6) described
the flicker sensitivity data of Fig. 4 very well. The
goodnessof fit, calculatedby equation(A6), was 90%. In
equation(6) the only differencebetween the subjectswas
the spectraldensityof the temporalequivalentof internal
neuralnoise,whichwas six timeshigherforA.R. thanS.L.
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FIGURE 4. Rms flicker sensitivity data from Fig. 2 replotted as a function of temporal frequency. Smooth curves were
calculated by equation(6). The rms contrasts of temporalnoise are shownin the vicinity of the curves. Percentagesrefer to the

goodnessof fit.

DISCUSSION

Noise-limited detection and the temporalmatchedfilter

Noise-limited detection. The goodness of fit of our
model to the flicker sensitivity data, measured at the
temporal frequencies of 0.5–30Hz and noise spectral
densities of 0-1.5x 10–3 see, was 90%. Flicker sensi-
tivity measured at a fixed temporal frequency was first
independentof the magnitudeof external noise, but then
decreased in inverse proportion to the square root of
externalnoise spectraldensity.The dependenceof flicker
sensitivity on external noise is analogous to that of
grating contrast sensitivity on the spectral density of
external noise (Pelli, 1990;Rovamo et al., 1992).On the
other hand, the critical spectral density of external
temporal noise (Nt.) decreased in inverse proportion to
temporal frequency squared in the range 0.5–10 Hz and
increased thereafter.This is analogousto the findingthat
the critical spectral density of spatial noise is inversely
proportional to spatial frequency squared at low and
medium frequencies (Rovamo et al., 1992).

Under the assumptions that (i) the zero frequency
asymptote R(O) of the modulation transfer function of
retinal cones is equal to unity, (ii) internalneural noise is
white, and (iii) the modulation transfer function of the
subsequent neural visual pathways is equal to temporal
frequency,the temporalequivalentof the spectraldensity
of internal, spatiotemporal,white noise was found to be
1.05 x 10–5 sec for S.L. and 6.20x 10–5 sec for A.R. at
all temporal frequencies. As S.L. was 24 and A.R. 44
years old, the difference might reflect an age-dependent
increase in the magnitude of internal noise. It could be
one reason for the decrease of flicker sensitivity with
advancing age (Kim & Mayer, 1994).

Provided that internal neural noise is white, the
effectiveness of external temporal noise in reducing
flicker sensitivity at any given temporal frequency will
directly reveal how well that frequency passes through
the total temporal modulation transfer function of the
human visual system.We think this is ~~~ the band-pass
shaped frequency dependence of NtC reflected the
complete temporal modulation transfer function of the
human visual system.

Matched-filterdetector. When detection is limited by
externalwhite noise i.e.,Nt >>Nit,flickersensitivitywith
a matched filter of constant efficiency is expected to be
independent of temporal frequency [cf. equation (5)].
This is due to the fact that at all temporalfrequenciesboth
the signaland externalnoiseare attenuatedequallyby the
filteringstages.The relatively flat frequency dependence
of flickersensitivityin strongexternalnoise(see Fig.4) is
basically consistent with this. In contrast, a pealc-to-
trough detectoractingon signalamplitudewould always,
with or without noise, roughly reproduce the bandpass
shape of the modulation transfer function (Graham &
Hood, 1992;Von Wiegand et al., 1995). It is also worth
noting that although without added noise A.R. had
significantlylower sensitivity than S.L. at all temporal
frequencies, the sensitivitiesof the two subjectsbecame
similar at high levels of external noise.

Nevertheless, in strong external noise flicker sensitiv-
ity was not constant,but decreased slowly with increas-
ing temporal frequency. According to our model this
implies that the efficiency of detection decreased,
suggesting that the temporal sampling window of the
matched filter might have contracted with increasing
temporal frequency. In analogy with spatial vision
(Rovamo et al., 1993); this contraction might be due to
the increase of the number of cycles in the stimuluswith
constantdurationof 2 sec. Changesof samplingwindow
size in time as well as other factors that may produce the
efficienciesobserved merit further study. The important
general conclusion at this stage is that the efficiency of
the detector depends on the stimulusparameters.

The temporalmodulation transferji.mction

Cone kinetics and R. Without external noise, the
dependencyof flicker sensitivity on temporal frequency
exhibited the general shape previously found in a large
number of studies (reviewed by Kelly, 1972). We
modelled the decrease at high frequencies by a
physiologicallyrealistic modulation transfer function of
retinal cones (R). The cut-off frequency of R was found
to be 29 Hz, corresponding to a time constant of 5.5
msec. Hood & Birch (1993), when fitting the a-wave of
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the human cone ERG with the same model, obtained
-c= 6.8 msec at the adapting luminance 0.9 log td. The
acceleration of the photoreceptor responsewith increas-
ing mean luminancewould then lead us to expectz = 34
msec in our experiments at 3.4 log td (Dormer et al.,
1995; cf. Roufs, 1972). Given the limited frequency
range of our measurements(<30 Hz) and the uncertain-
ties involved in comparing results obtained at various
mean luminance, the agreement in the absolute time
scale of cone responses is reasonable.

Our model would overestimate sensitivities at very
high frequencies and for example, the critical flicker
fusion frequency (CFF). There are several possible
explanationsfor this: (i) the modulationtransfer function
of the cones falls more steeply above 30 Hz, (ii) the
modulation transfer function of the neural pathways no
longer grows above 30 Hz; (iii) the decrease of detection
efficiencybecomes steeper above 30 Hz.

The neuralmodulationtransfer&nctionP. The critical
spectral density of external noise decreased with a slope
of —2 in doublelogarithmiccoordinatesacross the range
of 0.5-10 Hz. On the basis of equations (4) and (7), this
indicates that the modulation transfer function (P) of the
neural visual pathways is proportional to temporal
frequency fi There are good reasons to believe that for
extended stimuli P is largely shaped by lateral antagon-
ism (Kelly, 1961, 1969). Indeed, a very accurate
proportionality between P and f is produced by the
phase-lagging, subtractive surround signal in the differ-
ence-of-Gaussianreceptivefieldsof retinalganglioncells
(Dormer& Hemila, 1996:cf. Enroth-Cugellet al., 1983).
Ganglion cell data provide no support for the easy
solutionof tailoringthe high-frequencyattenuationof the
antagonisticinput to fit the experimentaldata (Burbeck&
Kelly, 1980; Watson, 1986) since the antagonistic
surround in fact transmits high frequencies as well as or
better than the receptive field centre (Frishman et al.,
1987). Admittedly, the potentiationof lateral antagonism
seen with very large fields (Kelly, 1959) is likely to
includepost-retinalcomponents.On the other hand,P as
isolatedhere may includesome additionaleffects, suchas
high-pass filtering even in the centre pathway of the
receptive field (Baylor & Fettiplace, 1977; Lankheet et
al., 1989) and/or some low-frequency attenuation
originating in the cones themselves (see Baylor &
Hodgkin, 1974; Schnapf et al., 1990).

SUMMARY

Our model of flicker sensitivity uses a modulation
transfer function based on the well-known n-stage low-
pass filter of retinal photoreceptorscombinedwith high-
pass filteringby the neural visual pathwayswith transfer
proportional to temporal frequency. SignaI detection
againstwhite intrinsicnoise is assumedto be mediatedby
a temporal matched filter. The efficiencyof the matched
filter was found to decrease with increasing temporal
frequency.The use of(i) intrinsicnoiseand (ii) a matched
filter as the detector is a clear advance in comparisonto
models based on classical peak-to-trough detectors.

Under the latter type models, flicker sensitivity as a
functionof temporalfrequencywill even underdominant
external noise reproduce the composite modulation
function of the preceding stages, in conflict with our
results.
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APPENDIX

The Least Squares Curves

Flicker sensitivity as a fimction of the spectral density of external
temporal noise was modelled by fitting equation (6) to the
experimental data at each temporal frequency and subject separately.
This was obtainedby findingthe minimumof the following:

G = ‘$[{S~2(f ) – kl(f ) – kz(f )Ntj}/S~2(f )]2 (Al)
j=l

where kl(f) = Sm,x–2(f), kz(f) a Smax–2(f)N–l(f), and Sj(f) are
flicker sensitivities correspondingto spectral densities Ntj in Fig. 2.
Equation(la) was transformedto

G = ‘$(1 – klxlj – kzxzj)2, (A2)
j=l

where Xlj = Sj2, x2j= Sj2Ntj.The values of kl and k2 that minimize G
were then found by the method described in M~ela et al. (1993).
Thereafterwecalculated SM..(f) = k~””’(f), N,C(f) = kl(f)/k2(f).

Low-pass attenuation due to retinrd receptors as a function of
temporal frequencywas modelledby equation (7). Hence, equation

Q(f) = N;05R(f ) = N;”’[l+ (f /fC)*]-’, (A3)

was fitted to the data of Fig. 3(C) at 0.5–30 Hz with the method of
least squares. On the basis of equation (4), Q(f) is equaf to
[N,C(f)#(f)]-0”5. The least squares fit was obtained by finding the
minimumof

G = ~[(Q;l/3 – k~– /rjfi2)/QJ:l/3]2
j=l

(A4)
= ~(~ -k~,Q,:l/3 -k@’3fj2)2,

j=l

Equation (A4) is transformed to equation (A2) by substituting
~1 = Qj’3 and x2j= Q1’3fi2.In equation (4a) /c’l=N#6 and k’z=
N~i&2. Hence, Nit–0.j =1/k113 and fCE (k’1/k’*)1’2.

Goodness of fit

The goodnessof the fit of a smoothcurve to the data was estimated
as follows. First we calculated the root mean square error of the
experimentaldata (Y)from the predicted values (Y,,t):

Crm. = dl/n ‘$(fog~ – 1OgYjest)2
j=l

(A5)

We used log Y instead of Y,because Y is plotted on a logarithmic
scale. The values of Y.,t were calculated by means of the relevant
equation.The goodnessof tlt in percentages was then calculated as

GoF = 100(–kc), (A6)

where k = 1for contrast sensitivity but 1/2 for q, NCetc. as they are
measures based on contrast squared. Thus, GoF is 85% if on the
average log (S/Se,J= f 0.15 i.e., Se,t= ~ or S/S/fi. The value of
GoF is the same if e.g. q.,, =2q or @2.


